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This essay examines how news discourses of former Hewlett Packard CEO Carly Fiorina

shaped her professional persona throughout her tenure with the company. At a time

when only eight out of the Fortune 500 companies had female CEOs, she was often iden-

tified as the most powerful female CEO in the United States. This high-profile position

brought with it much media attention and focus on her gender, her performance, and

her ‘‘visibility.’’ Through a Foucauldian analysis of The Wall Street Journal, I illustrate

how Fiorina’s public identity was shaped and disciplined through the popular press and

explore the opportunities for resisting certain subject positions. This analysis reveals the

complex relationships between organizations and broader social discourses that involve

gendered workplaces, glass ceilings, and even the role of the visual in organizational life.
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In July 1999, Carly Fiorina was named president and chief executive of Hewlett-

Packard Company, becoming the first woman to lead one of the 20 largest public

corporations in the United States. In addition to being female, she was the first

outsider to run the traditional, well-established computer company. Fiorina was hired

from Lucent Technologies to initiate change in a corporation that had come to be

perceived by investors as stagnant—an underperformer during the Internet boom

(Hamilton & Blumenstein, 1999). Her journey with Hewlett-Packard (HP) was a vibrant
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one, marked by constant change, a merger with Compaq computers, and ultimately,

her ousting from the company by the board of directors. Considered an icon among

American businesswomen, her tenure at HP was well chronicled in the news media.

In this high-profile position, Fiorina drew public criticism about her work back-

ground, business strategies, and even the way she dressed. Fiorina was quick to let it

be known that she did not want to be considered a female executive, but rather an

executive. Brady and Conlin (2005) reported that Fiorina steadfastly denied interview

requests that centered on her experience as a ‘‘female’’ CEO. Yet, reference to her gen-

der could not be ignored as she took on the moniker of most powerful female CEO.

Fiorina’s hiring was a significant moment in the history of U.S. business culture. Dur-

ing a time when only eight out of the Fortune 500 companies employed female CEOs,

her career was a noteworthy and newsworthy disruption to often taken-for-granted

gendered leadership scripts. During her rise and subsequent fall at HP, mainstream

news outlets offered widely accessible venues for the public to wrestle with (wo)men

and work. Fiorina, along with other female executives, represents a relatively new dis-

cursive formation – the regime of woman CEO. As such, Fiorina’s career at HP and the

public discourses it engendered offer a unique opportunity to explore how subjectiv-

ities that women and men assume in the workplace take on meaning in part through

the stock plots and metaphors offered in popular culture (e.g., woman as cheerleader)

and how they are regulated through phenomena such as the glass ceiling.

My purpose in this essay is to explore how the public identity of Carly Fiorina was

shaped through news discourse and how specific subject positions emerged from

power relations that circulated among editors, journalists, and citizens who chose

to enter public dialogues, including Fiorina herself. In so doing, I show how surveil-

lance and disciplinary power are exercised through the media and the implications

these processes have on the subjectification of women in high-profile positions.

For professional women, that subjectification process has involved the ongoing con-

struction of the glass ceiling, which has also been a strong concern of organizational

theorists (Buzzanell, 1995). This analysis reveals how mediated representations of

women and work are a significant site of glass-ceiling construction. Using a Foucaul-

dian framework, I examine Fiorina’s persona through the gaze of The Wall Street

Journal (WSJ), analyzing articles about Fiorina published from May 1999 to May

2005. Widely considered a leading source of business information, WSJ was chosen

for its reputation as an authority on the economic environment and for the breadth

of coverage it provided on Fiorina and HP.

Several organizational scholars have drawn upon Foucault to problematize how

subjectivities are constructed in and through discursive formations (e.g., Tretheway,

1997, 2000; see also Tracy, 2000). This analysis expands upon this work and the

usefulness of Foucault by showing how disciplinary control, surveillance, and pro-

fessional identities not only occur within organizations but also in the intersections

with broader social discourses. Turning to news discourse is useful to organizational

communication theory in several ways. First, news media represent one entry point

for critical audiences into the broader social milieu in which organizations are situ-

ated and to investigate a central problem of organizational communication, the
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organization-society relationship (Mumby & Stohl, 1996). Further, if power relations

are understood as dispersed throughout various macro- and microlevel practices,

then organizations cannot be understood simply as containers for action. Organiza-

tions are dynamic processes situated and intertwined in broader communities of

discourse (Shuler, 2002). Work and gender concerns, professional identities, and

processes such as the glass ceiling, are not confined to the boundaries of specific

organizations, instead they take on meaning across multiple discursive spaces and

practices (Buzzanell, 1995). Looking at how organizations and their members are

represented in the mainstream press expands the boundaries of organizational studies

and recognizes the complexity of ‘‘work.’’

Second, popular press, such as WSJ, generates a wide spectrum of influential

discourses that circulate throughout society and can be critically examined as ‘‘news

discourse’’ (Alexander, 1999). In other words, media representations are inseparable

from daily life. Hassard and Holliday (1998) argued that mainstream organizational

theory has ignored popular culture texts as sites for understanding how ‘‘sex, vio-

lence, emotion, power struggle, the personal consequences of success and failure,

and disorganization’’ (p. 1) get played out. News and popular media provide us with

a cluster of histories, anecdotes, and other narrative fragments that solidify into

taken-for-granted knowledge and assumptions about organizations and the people

that populate them. As argued by Japp, Meister, and Japp (2005):

[P]opular culture provides us with our everyday knowledge about things around us
and what they mean; it is the vast context of communicative messages within which
people understand themselves and others, enact what they believe to be important,
and embody their ethic of living. (p. 5)

The creation and distribution of news media represent acts of power, leading to discur-

sive formations, or social texts, which generate and set boundaries for persons’ subjec-

tivities. Making the connection between popular culture texts such as news media, the

subjectivities they generate, and organizational theory has been largely underexplored

by critical organizational scholars (for exception, see Buzzanell, 2001). The WSJ cover-

age of Fiorina provides a rich opportunity to explore such connections.

Finally, exploring these connections illustrates how power and discipline are exer-

cised in intersecting discourses and allows for public identities and constructs such as

the glass ceiling to be contested. Communication scholars have called for more focus

on subjectification processes and on the opportunities for agency and resistance (e.g.,

Findlay & Newton, 1998; Hall, 1996; McKinlay & Starkey, 1998). The scope of this

analysis is limited in its concrete examples of resistance because the focus is on media

representations of Fiorina, and her ability to participate directly in creating these

images was constrained. As such, my intent is to examine her persona as it is con-

structed in this particular site of representation (see similar moves by Cloud,

1996). I provide, though, a glimpse of the opportunities Fiorina had for reshaping

her professional identity and for resisting certain subjectivities in the media.

In this essay, I join other scholars interested in gendered experiences at work by

offering a Foucauldian analysis of the public storying of Fiorina’s HP career.
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After describing the trajectory of Fiorina’s time at the helm and articulating my

theoretical standpoint, I put forward one reading of the discursive processes through

which WSJ focused its gaze on Fiorina. This was done by first bringing her under sur-

veillance through emphasis on the visibility of her gender and by encumbering her

with ‘‘cheerleader’’ expectations. Moreover, Fiorina was disciplined by being cast in

competition with other female executives and interpolated in ‘‘Tupperware’’ dis-

course. I close by noting Fiorina’s resistance to otherwise sedimented subject positions

and challenge communication scholars to continue exploring the public processes

through which subject positions are legitimized or disqualified and denied expression.

Carly Fiorina at the Helm

Fiorina was hired in 1999 at the peak of the surging Internet economy, as the

venerable HP was struggling to keep up with its competitors. Founded in 1939 by

William Hewlett and David Packard, the company’s first product was an electronic

instrument used to test sound equipment (Hewlett Packard), and they went on to

become a global player in the high-technology industry. HP went public in 1957,

the same year that Hewlett and Packard codified six corporate objectives (which later

grew to seven) that became known as ‘‘The HP Way’’ (Packard, 1995). This manage-

ment philosophy was famed in Silicon Valley for its respect for employees, long-term

strategy, and commitment to innovation. In the 1990s, HP became a major player in

the PC market, competing with other computer giants such as Dell and IBM.

Fiorina’s arrival marked the first time an ‘‘outsider’’ had been brought in to run

the company and she was faced with the challenge of unifying 83 independent busi-

ness units. The decision to bring in an outsider was a noticeable move, inspired to

foster change. Her hiring signaled to stakeholders that ‘‘the company was serious

about continuing to revamp its stodgy image’’ (Hamilton & Blumenstein, 1999,

p. B1). Fiorina was at the helm as HP weathered the shocks of the dot com bust

in 2000. In 2001, she initiated a strategic and controversial move to merge HP with

Compaq Computer Corporation, to ‘‘create a computer hardware, software and

services company that would be a powerful force in the industry’’ (Williams, 2001,

p. A3). The merger proved to be an uphill, highly publicized battle for Fiorina. In

November of 2001, Walter Hewlett, the son of company cofounder William Hewlett,

decided to oppose the takeover of Compaq. An arduous proxy battle ensued as both

parties campaigned for merger votes. The battle was described as ‘‘bitter, personal

and negative as any political campaign’’ (Tam & Thurm, 2002, p. A1). In 2002,

the merger was completed and Fiorina struggled to integrate the two companies.

Facing tough competition from other computer retailers, HP failed to meet its finan-

cial goals. Fiorina was asked by the board to step down in February 2005, ending her

five-year reign as HP’s corporate leader. Fiorina’s high-profile position engendered

both praise and scrutiny from the press. In the following, I explain how Foucault pro-

vides a robust epistemology for exploring signifying practices through which power

relations are mediated and masked, including news discourse.
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Foucauldian Lens

Foucault conceived of power as relational, dispersed, and evident when exercised.

Foucault (1980) explained, ‘‘There are manifold relations of power which permeate,

characterize and constitute the social body, and these relations of power cannot

themselves be established, consolidated nor implemented without the production,

accumulation, circulation and functioning of a discourse’’ (pp. 92–93). As a continu-

ous process, power is manifest in our everyday language and micropractices. In and

through multiple discourses, control is facilitated and sustained (McKerrow, 1989;

see also Novak, 2006). For Foucault, power and knowledge are inseparable as dis-

courses produce – through multiple representations – knowledge of the other. Dis-

cursive formations take shape across different textual and institutional sites and at

particular historical moments. By interrogating these formations, we can analyze

the rules and practices that shape what is sayable and knowable and the subject

positions made available within that formation (Hall, 1996).

Although power is relational, it is not dispersed equally. Foucault was particularly

concerned with how power is exercised to discipline those who cross the boundaries

of what is allowable in the discourse. Surveillance is a critical disciplinary mechanism

and under close observation, the role of the subject is constituted as other and con-

strained by the discursive formations through which the subject must speak. For Fou-

cault, the panopticon was the ultimate tool of surveillance—subjects could be

watched, but did not know when or from which angle they were being observed.

Women in high-profile positions are often subject to such surveillance through the

watchful eyes of the press—as well as through the transparency of ‘‘the glass ceiling.’’

As a visual image, the glass ceiling represents the notion that the top of the corporate

ranks can be seen, but not reached by minority populations. In academic and popular

discourses, the glass ceiling has often been oversimplified and reduced to a problem,

or an obstacle, to be conquered. In her foundational piece on reframing the glass ceil-

ing, Buzzanell (1995) argued that the glass ceiling is a socially constructed process, ‘‘a

communication process and product’’ (p. 334). Only by examining both the ongoing

processes and effects of glass-ceiling construction can we imagine alternative ways of

doing gender.

In addition to surveillance, discipline works through the various ways that

individuals are ‘‘trapped within a particular kind of subjectivity . . . unable to

experiment with ways to be other than those we define as true’’ (Brewis, 1998,

p. 85). Discourses bear the multiple, historically specific subject positions open

to individuals. Individuals act and know in relation to these possibilities for

identity—which can be limited by the rules of the discursive formation. Wood

and Conrad (1983), for example, identified key paradoxes for professional women:

being both powerful and powerless, being a minority, and struggling to self-define

identity. Professional identities are limiting when ‘‘organizational discourse consti-

tutes the subject in the corporation’s image’’ (Tretheway, 2000, p. 113). Negotiating

these paradoxes makes the experience of power relations especially contradictory

for professional women.
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Subjects, though, are not wholly repressed by disciplinary action. Foucault empha-

sized that power is both repressive and productive. For Foucault, it is impossible to

conceive of power and domination without an understanding of freedom and resis-

tance. Power relations are thus mobile, reversible, and unstable and are only possible

when there is ‘‘a certain degree of freedom on both sides’’ (Foucault, 1997, p. 283).

Further, power constantly produces new discourses and new knowledge, giving rise to

shifting practices and institutions. Hall (1996) argued that Foucault did not empha-

size enough individuals’ capacity for resistance, leading to overemphasis on power as

constraining in many Foucauldian analyses. With an institution such as the popular

media, it can be difficult to conceptualize the opportunities an individual has for

resisting or reconfiguring representations and images. Identities, though, are never

unified or wholly defined by one entity; they are fragmented and constructed across

multiple discourses and practices. This fragmentation allows for resistance, and

subjects can invest in, reconfigure, and=or vacate certain subjectivities (see Weedon,

1997).

I now turn attention to analyzing discourse in WSJ, which was chosen for its preva-

lence in news media and reputation as an authoritative source on business and finan-

cial news. Selection began by searching LexisNexis for all articles that contained the

keywords Carly Fiorina within The Wall Street Journal, which generated approximately

70 articles. I narrowed these articles by content, focusing on stories that chronicled

Fiorina’s career with HP, resulting in 51 articles spanning from May 1999 to April

2005. As this analysis will show, WSJ painted a vibrant picture of Fiorina, focusing

on her visibility, her personality, and the company’s performance.

Surveilling the Other

Foucault’s notion of visibility is tightly interwoven with the construction of Fiorina’s

identity as an image for the company. Visibility was overtly mentioned numerous

times in coverage of Fiorina’s career. In an interview with Lewis Platt, Fiorina’s pre-

decessor, Platt stated: ‘‘They wanted someone who could bring change, someone with

a higher visibility’’ (Lancaster, 1999, p. B1). A strong image and the idea of an image

maker for the company imply that Fiorina was expected to make visible changes in

the organization. Fiorina was fully aware of this expectation during an interview: ‘‘I

came into HP believing that, whatever changes we needed to make, we needed

to make them quickly. Any new CEO is going to be expected to make changes’’

(Hamilton, 1999, p. A4). To manage these expectations, though, was to walk a

razor-thin line between achieving visibility in the industry and being labeled a self-

promoter. Once Fiorina was brought under close public scrutiny through the media,

the opportunities for the observed to communicate directly with or control the

observer were limited (see Foucault, 1995). Fiorina was bound to grab media atten-

tion with her status as ‘‘the most powerful female corporate chieftain in the U.S.’’

(Hamilton, 1999, p. A4). This, coupled with the expectation to make herself visible,

resulted in numerous negatively tinged depictions of Fiorina as the highly visible

CEO of HP. ‘‘Ms. Fiorina was one of just eight female CEOs at Fortune 500 firms,
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and she was the most visible and in-charge of the largest of these corporations’’

(Hymowitz, 2005, p. A9). Interesting to note is that HP was not mentioned as the

most visible of the corporations led by females, instead the focus was on Fiorina as

the most visible CEO. According to Foucault (1995), panoptic surveillance works

‘‘to induce in the inmate a state of conscious and permanent visibility that assures

the automatic functioning of power’’ (p. 201). Interestingly, Fiorina was not only

subjected to surveillance but also much was made of her high visibility.

Giving rise to the fixation on Fiorina’s ‘‘visibility’’ was the widely commented

upon ad campaign she launched featuring herself in commercials. Much emphasis

was placed on this strategic move with such statements as ‘‘she unleashed a new

advertising campaign, starring herself ’’ (Hamilton, 2000, p. A1). As HP’s financial

performance faltered, Fiorina’s self-promoting ways were dissected by journalists

and HP members alike. In an article titled ‘‘HP’s Board Ousts Fiorina as CEO;

How Traits that Helped Executive Climb Ladder Came to be Fatal Flaws; You Learn

to be Self-Reliant,’’ Anders (2005, p. B1) predicted this shift in attitude:

Unshakable. Self-reliant. Comfortable in the spotlight. Fond of the dramatic ges-
ture. Impervious to criticism. Passionate about the big picture. The kind of person
who bounds from project to project . . . Those traits helped Carly Fiorina win the
top job at Hewlett-Packard . . . an unexpected outsider brought in to run one of
Silicon Valley’s oldest and most traditional companies. Now, with her sudden ous-
ter from HP, they are soon to be seen as flaws as well. (p. B1)

This prediction rang true as Fiorina was repeatedly accused of being a self-promoting

CEO whose self-centeredness hindered her leadership capability. Karlgaard (2005,

P. A10) penned an article listing ‘‘Carly Fiorina’s Seven Deadly Sins.’’ Number one

on the list was ‘‘acting like a rock star.’’ Karlgaard explained that ‘‘In the U.S., only

entrepreneurs get to act as rock stars. Hired guns do not’’ (p. A10). The point made

was that founder-CEOs, true entrepreneurs such as Gates and Dell, are the only

persons deemed worthy of public attention by society at large.

Brought in to change the company’s image, Fiorina’s public persona was shaped in

relation to HP’s image as a ‘‘paternalistic company’’ (Hamilton, 1999, p. A4) and in

need of resuscitation. Fiorina was different and not part of the enshrined culture of

HP. This difference was viewed as a strategic move, but one that attracted much scru-

tiny. When she was first named CEO, Hamilton and Blumenstein (1999, p. A4)

reported that ‘‘The appointment of Ms. Fiorina . . . signals the Palo Alto, Calf., com-

pany is serious about continuing to revamp its image.’’ Not only was Fiorina’s image

shaped in relation to the company’s but she was expected to be the new image of the

company. The idea that a female executive can revamp a corporate image is provok-

ing in and of itself. In this case, the representation of the top female CEO was not as a

strong leader, but of a strong visual image. Our culture has a strong, yet often subtle,

bias against the visual image (Rice, 2004), which manifests itself in distrust of the vis-

ual. Gender, together with ‘‘outsider’’ status, contributed to Fiorina’s visibility. By

consistently foregrounding her as a visual image, though, power is exercised to

further set Fiorina apart from other executives. As she broke through the corporate

ranks, the process of glass-ceiling construction showcased her as a visual text for the
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public, making her successes and failures observable beyond traditional organiza-

tional boundaries. As Shuler (2002) argued, this adds layers of socially constructed

meaning to ‘‘businesswoman.’’

Against the backdrop of HP’s identity as a sick, slow-moving patient, Fiorina was

portrayed numerous times as a type of spiritual guide or savior. ‘‘The staid company

long known as the Gray Lady of Silicon Valley has a new chief executive who often

sounds like a New Age inspirational speaker’’ (Hamilton, 2000, p. A1). According to

Pollock (2000), the idea of professional women as inspirational fits well with the

notion that women are now freer to be themselves in the workplace because they

can dress and flirt at will. Pollock claimed that

attractive and athletic men have long drawn on their business skills, but also on
their charm and golf game to help them get to the top. The difference now is that
young women feel more comfortable doing the same thing. And that their style has
a decidedly female bent to it. (p. A1)

This feminine behavior is referred to as the ‘‘attractiveness card’’ and as the

‘‘cheerleader promise’’ by both women and men quoted in Pollock’s article. Buzzanell

(2001) critiqued this particular piece and took issue with three claims advanced by

Pollock: that career success is a matter of flirting, that women have achieved equality

in the workplace, and that there is an irreconcilable difference between older and

younger women. These claims prevail across the broader depiction of Fiorina by vari-

ous reporters, and she was frequently portrayed in the press as an attractive, rallying

force. ‘‘Directors reminded themselves of all the stagnation that led them to seek a

new CEO,’’ reported Anders (2003), ‘‘Hewlett-Packard . . . was an aging Cadillac in

the slow lane, passed by zippy young rivals. Carly Fiorina was meant to be the cure,

bringing youth and bravado’’ (p. B1). The cheerleader promise can also be found in

notions of Fiorina as a New Age inspirational speaker brought in to rally the troops,

but without much substance to offer. This was alluded to in phrases such as ‘‘For all

her pep talks’’ (Hamilton, 2000, p. A1) and ‘‘It was a great time for [Ms. Fiorina’s]

burst of energy’’ (Lancaster, 1999, p. B1). Fiorina’s persona, then, although cast posi-

tively as ‘‘nothing less than a savior’’ (Williams, 2001, p. A3), was collectively one of

an image—an energetic and arousing force that embodied the cheerleader promise.

Such discourse worked to confirm Fiorina’s subjectivity as a woman and to create

expectations for Fiorina to uplift the organization. Undertaking this monumental

task within corporate realms is nearly impossible given the overwhelming emphases

on productivity and instrumental rationalities (see also Wood & Conrad, 1983).

After HP’s merger with Compaq, Malone (2002, p. B2) further grounded her

image as a visually pleasing, but ‘‘empty-headed’’ cheerleader:

She is a classic bad boss for our time: brilliant enough to dazzle the old men on the
board . . . and the young technicians . . . but devoid of the imagination, humility and
empathy that are the hallmarks of true leaders. (p. B2)

This excerpt draws attention to Fiorina’s successful use of her femininity while at

the same time reifying the traditional rationalities deemed necessary for work and

berating her for her lack of ‘‘real’’ leadership skills. Using Fiorina’s position of high
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visibility against her, Hymowitz (2005) praised her firing as a positive sign for women

that equality had finally been reached. Hymowitz lauded her ousting as an illustration

that equality had been won:

Yesterday, Ms. Fiorina had to accept in a very visceral way her view that women
should be judged on their performance, just like men. After decades of fighting
to be treated equally, women have gotten to a place where there is more of a level
playing field at the exit as well as the entrance door. Male CEO’s who don’t make
their numbers or whose strategies flop get fired every month these days. Women
who want the corner office have to play by the same rules. (p. A9)

The troubling implication is that before Fiorina, women did not have to play by the

same rules. Somehow, their performance was not judged the same, and we should

recognize Fiorina’s firing as a sign that finally the rules are no longer bent to accom-

modate women. This particular discursive practice is indicative of what Faludi (1991)

termed ‘‘backlash,’’ a disciplinary mechanism that restrains feminist movements by

turning them against themselves. This inherent contradiction can be found through-

out the same article:

. . . Fiorina’s rise and fall at HP ultimately may help women not only to move up
but also dare to take risks and be themselves. Ms. Fiorina never was a cautious busi-
ness leader. She spoke her mind, went with her gut and accepted that the stakes
were high. (Hymowitz, 2005, p. A9)

Embedded in this backhanded praise for Fiorina is a warning to those who are not

willing to accept the high stakes. The amount of public scrutiny that accompanies the

success achieved by Fiorina is not for cautious business leaders. The hidden tone of

warning in this passage serves as a disturbing reminder of underlying attitudes

towards women in powerful positions. We also glimpse the rules governing who

should speak or act in this discursive formation. Fiorina proved to be an anomaly

deemed ‘‘too visible,’’ sending the message that although there is sentiment that

equality in the workplace has been achieved, further strides should be made quietly,

and not noticeably. This presents a double bind for both women and men in the

workplace. As women achieve higher levels of success, they will most likely receive

more intense scrutiny than their male counterparts because of their visibility (Wood

& Conrad, 1983). Fiorina, once made highly visible, was then disciplined for attract-

ing too much attention to her performance as CEO.

Disciplining the Other

The emphasis on the visual aspect of Fiorina’s identity highlights and reminds us of

her otherness as a female. Once she was brought under surveillance, disciplinary con-

trol worked to project certain images of Fiorina and to construct boundaries delineat-

ing what was normal and abnormal. Shaped against the background of a paternalistic

company, Fiorina’s identity was tied to traditional, patriarchal notions of what an

executive should be. The mainstream ideal of the American business CEO embodies

a hegemonic masculinity (Mumby, 1998), in which the attributes of hard work,
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invincibility, and instrumental rationality feature prominently. Fiorina, an outsider in

many ways, was held accountable to this profile in order to be accepted into the

upper echelons of business culture.

Evidence of Fiorina’s otherness being disciplined by this profile emerged in two

ways. First, the differences between her and the discursive formation of what it means

to be a CEO were strongly emphasized. Hamilton and Blumenstein (1999) drew

upon Fiorina’s previous experience to exemplify the difference between her rise to

the top and more conventional routes:

Ms. Fiorina came almost accidentally to a career in technology. After graduating
from Stanford University with a degree in medieval history and philosophy, she
worked as a secretary . . . and as a translator for Italian businessmen before enrolling
at the University of Maryland’s business school. (p. B1)

Framed as a secretary, Fiorina was portrayed as someone who didn’t intend to

achieve the position of CEO. Stories of her background gave the impression of some-

one who embodied the American ideal of working your way to the top. Hidden in

these portrayals, though, was a hint that she might not have what it takes to perform

the role of CEO. In another take on her background, Hamilton (2000) stated that

‘‘She actually experienced that culture . . . when she worked briefly as a secretary at

Hewlett-Packard. That was before she tried law school, dropped out and eventually

received an M.B.A.’’ (p. A1). We can see how such discourses connect our image of

Fiorina to words such as drop-out and secretary. These subtle acts remind us of how

she is different from our traditional image of the CEO and foreshadow the notion

that she is not capable of meeting those expectations.

Second, Fiorina’s identity was constrained by constant comparison and contrast

with other female executives, often resulting in unfavorable depictions. This practice

represented a paradox in both connecting her to other women executives by compar-

ing her only to other females, but at the same time creating a division by holding

Fiorina up as a basis of comparison. In these comparisons to other female CEOs, such

as to Martha Stewart, Fiorina was represented as a step above the rest and a future to

which others should aspire. von Hoffman (2002) offered the following:

Is she [Stewart] the last of a line of female executives who had to operate in the
women’s ghetto? Is a woman like Hewlett-Packard’s Carly Fiorina the future?
Where do we place Martha Stewart in relation to Brownie Wise, the genius who
made Tupperware a success and, with the Tupperware party, defined a suburban
moment in postwar America? (p. D7)

Fiorina is depicted as a step above and out of the ghetto, but then in the same para-

graph she is connected to Tupperware. Although the reference to Brownie Wise is

favorable, bringing up the Tupperware party serves as a frame for reminding women

where they started, and for reinforcing underlying patriarchal notions that situate

them as performing best in the home. Moreover, in the same article von Hoffman

portrays Stewart as ‘‘a woman subject to emotional eclampsia and angry seizures’’

(p. D7).
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Female competition emerged in reports on Fiorina’s firing. Hymowitz (2005)

positioned Fiorina against board member Patricia Dunn in stating that ‘‘Moreover,

among those who pressed hard for her resignation was another woman: Patricia

Dunn, vice chairman of Barclays Global Investors’’ (p. A9). The centrality of female

conflict is a discursive practice that perpetuates the seeming paradox that women

have achieved much but are still unsatisfied and are to blame for their discontent.

This form of backlash in the media is a powerful tool that invokes images of women

not being unable to get along with each other. Underlying this image is the discursive

binary of woman as emotional being and distracted from the rational requirements of

her job by these conflicts.

Resisting Subjectivities

As mentioned previously, resistance to representations that dominate the press can be

difficult to capture. In order to explore the notion that domination and resistance are

inseparable, the question must be asked—how did Fiorina inhabit the subject posi-

tions offered to her? Two examples are worthy of note. First, Fiorina did not neces-

sarily shy away from the expectations of traditional (read: masculine) CEO behavior

and these behaviors were highlighted in the press. Hamilton and Blumenstein (1999),

for example, chronicle her background at Lucent by applauding such behavior:

On a high profile trip to China last year with Richard McGinn, Lucent’s CEO, she
volunteered to do the traditional drinking to celebrate the conclusion of a deal.
Ms. Fiorina had to match her hosts drink for drink, and she managed to outlast
them all. (p. B1)

One reading of such emphasis on outlasting her male counterparts could suggest that

Fiorina needed to be depicted in ways that aligned with values embedded in our

wider social and economic culture and that the press ensured she did not step to

out of line with these values. I suggest, however, that this example illustrates the para-

dox that Fiorina was faced with in either affirming or accepting her difference.

Through this representation we see how women executives can (and presumably

do) engage in what is deemed traditional male behavior.

Fiorina was also known to reporters for trying to deflect attention on her gender.

Ackerman (1999) reported that in a conference call with reporters, Fiorina stated,

‘‘I hope that we are at a point that everyone has figured out that there is not a glass

ceiling. My gender is interesting, but really not the subject of the story here’’ (p. 44).

Fiorina resisted the media’s fixation on gender when women enter into the tradition-

ally white, male domain of upper management. Ironically, though, Ackerman head-

lined this article ‘‘Silicon Valley Girl.’’ This illustrates how resistance and dominance

are inseparable, bidirectional power relations (Foucault, 1980). Domination and

resistance are not either=or processes, there are multiple configurations of each. Indi-

viduals can actually conform to norms and rules through attempts at resisting. Deetz

(1998) usefully depicted how acts of resistance can be misread, and the extent of

voice employees think they have within an organization can be exaggerated when that
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voice is constantly regulated and monitored. Yet, it is only through the interplay of

power and resistance that new discourses, and new subject positions, arise.

Although concrete examples of resistance are limited in this discourse, the fact that

Fiorina achieved executive status should not be overlooked. Fiorina became the lea-

der of a high-technology company despite pervasive hegemonic discourses of what a

CEO should be. She broke through the glass ceiling and challenged the ‘‘masculinity’’

of the CEO role and at the same time challenged expectations for how a female CEO

should perform. Fiorina was expected to create change, and she did so by creating

flashy ad campaigns and garnering public attention. This was a double bind for

Fiorina, but it also shows that she did not accept the expectations of how a female,

‘‘outsider,’’ CEO should act. Extending analyses of power and resistance requires

critical scholars to focus on this complex, both=and nature of power relations.

Discussion

Much organizational scholarship has focused upon the organization as a political site

where identities are constructed, power is enacted, and knowledge produced.

Recently, scholars have called attention to the porous boundaries organizations are

and recognized that societies and organizations have a reciprocal relationship. Given

this, I have analyzed an influential site of representation, news discourse, as one way

to move beyond the organization as the site for making sense of corporate life. This

analysis furthers our understanding of subjectification processes, including the insep-

arability of resistance from domination, an aspect of Foucault that remains under-

theorized (for exception, see Tretheway, 1997).

Under media surveillance, Fiorina’s persona was framed to reflect discursive

formations of what it means to be a CEO and to be a woman. Fiorina’s career was

a disruption; one managed in the press by first bringing the subject under surveillance

and then disciplining her (Foucault, 1995). The unsettling effects of Fiorina’s image

were controlled through the double binds of her visibility, which was used to both

display and to manage her performance. Fiorina’s status as an outsider, a female

who shattered the glass ceiling, and expectations for noticeable impact were all

contributing factors to her high visibility. Yet, Fiorina suffered from her visibility,

allegedly severing herself from the legendary company culture through ostentatious

self-promotion. The centrality of Fiorina as visual image was also vital to positioning

her as other. References to Fiorina as youthful, energetic, and as a fresh image are preva-

lent throughout the articles. This strategy differentiated her from other CEOs, but it

also allowed her to be little more than an attractive cheerleader in the eyes of the media.

She risked being named unfeminine or too feminine in choosing to claim her identity

as woman, or to minimize and=or to deny it (see also Wood & Conrad, 1983). Critical

to note is that similar disciplinary tactics can be used upon men, and definitions of

feminine subjectivities are inseparable from masculine subjectivities.

Fiorina, though, was not forced to inhabit the subject positions offered her

through WSJ. Instead, she showed that she could hold her own with male counter-

parts and tried diminish the focus upon ‘‘female’’ CEO as her central identity.
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This bidirectional nature of power relations is often overlooked and this analysis

serves as a reminder that Fiorina called norms of expected behavior into question

by performing her identity in certain ways. Attempts at agency can contribute to con-

formity, but, ultimately, these attempts contribute to revising and redefining norms.

Analysis of Fiorina’s resistance strategies could be extended by looking across a

broader set of discourses. For example, Fiorina’s (2006) recent memoir could be use-

ful to understanding how individuals gain voice in popular media. Also, the image

repair discourse strategies Fiorina used as her persona became increasingly threatened

while at HP might provide a useful site of analysis for understanding how attempts at

restoration can also be read as acts of resistance to dominant media portrayals (see

Benoit, 1995).

There are also important practical implications we can take from this analysis. If

we consider Fiorina’s career as a sign that equality has now been reached and that the

glass ceiling no longer exists, we ignore the anomaly that Fiorina represents. Although

there are increasing numbers of white women gaining low- to mid-level management

jobs, the statistics for minority women are much lower, with women of color making

up only 14% of the women in managerial roles (Meyerson & Fletcher, 2000). Women

of all backgrounds still work in areas traditionally considered lower level ‘‘women’s

work’’ (Buzzanell, 1995), so the idea that executive status is easily achieved should

be cautioned. Questions concerning the future for women executives also emerge

from this study. How are women who manage high-profile corporations to act? If

we accept unquestioned the notion that Fiorina contributed to her own firing by

being ‘‘too visible,’’ we risk being governed by rules such as women are to act quietly

and thereby to contribute to (re)producing glass-ceiling phenomena. Finally, to what

extent can professional women actively participate in constructing and managing

their public personas? Foucault (1980) contended that power and resistance are

interdependently related.

There are no relations of power without resistances; the latter are all the more real
and effective because they are formed right at the point where relations of power
are exercised . . . like power, resistance is multiple. (p. 142)

The disruption that Fiorina represented can be read as resistance to dominant social

and economic discourses, and exploring her career as a site of identity formation and

glass-ceiling construction is crucial for seeking multiple resistance strategies.
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